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May all beings …
✤ May all beings have happiness and the 

causes of happiness.

✤ May all beings be free from suffering and 
the causes of suffering.

✤ May all beings never lose the happiness 
beyond all suffering.

✤ May all beings abide in equanimity free 
from attachment and aversion. OM



for yourself
✤ not for your body

✤ or your pet

✤ or your spouse or partner

✤ but for yourself. 

✤ Know that whatever quality or tone of 
energy that you determine to bring forward, 
to blossom, to birth, or to garden within 
you, everyone and the Earth will benefit. So, 
do it for yourself. 



Simultaneously,  
know …

✤ that to “walk softly, speak humbly, and listen 
fully” is the way of the wise. 

✤ to “do unto others as you would have them do 
unto you” promotes empathy. 

✤ to “be spontaneous letting each moment direct 
you” is creative. 

✤ to “wonder at the majesty all around” is joyful, 
lends perspective, inspires, and is an act of full 
participation. 

✤ photo credit: https://www.deviantart.com/balkan/
art/mountain-3611571



also …

✤ “Warm-heartedness dissolves enmity.”

✤ Respect is a champion virtue. 

✤ “Patience allows, tolerates, provides space, 
engenders loving-kindness, and erodes  ego.”

✤ photo credit: https://www.deviantart.com/katosu/
art/Orange-optimism-56568030



These beings blossomed and gave birth to myriad 
seeds of Being within. We can, too. 



for others  
and the world

✤ If everyone in the world did at least one 
practice at least once every day that invokes 

✤ wisdom-mind, compassion-wisdom, 

✤ well-being for all beings, 

✤ the awakening of all beings, 

✤ creative joy shared by all beings, 

✤ or any other widely applicative 
supportive thought, prayer, mantra, or 
dedication of Life, then … 



imagine the result!



outside contemplation
✤ whatever quality or tone of energy that you 

determine to bring forward, to blossom, to 
birth, or to garden within yourself, know 
that everyone and the Earth will benefit.

✤ So, soften and open to that which is already 
coming forward, already blossoming, 
birthing, and is the garden within you. 

✤ Soften into and open to the flow of grace 
and blessings ready to emerge and 
establish.

✤ Walk in wonder, open. 



Any sharings? 

https://www.deviantart.com/lilyas/art/Magic-Portal-634284750



energy versus agenda
✤ To set a tone of energy for the year is distinct 

from setting a personal agenda. 

✤ A tone of energy is a type of atmosphere that 
one supports and engenders for one’s self. 

✤ An agenda or resolution is primarily a type 
of to-do list with few or many connected 
goals on it. 

✤ Energy tone is open, fluid, invocative and 
inviting. Agenda is specific therefore not fluid. 

✤ photo credit: https://www.deviantart.com/lilyas/art/
Attempt-At-Flight-165100904



release into energy 
release into flow

✤ This is important. 

✤ Release vitalizes precisely because it allows 
and frees. 

✤ Let’s meditate with release.  
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inseparable

✤ Everyone’s energy is part of the world 
already. 

✤ Let’s use that cosmic entanglement for the 
highest good! 

✤ photo credit: https://www.deviantart.com/
lilyas/art/Flower-of-Life-Fractal-
Mandala-429028120



grounded and present

✤ Let’s do a short meditation in support of 
energy tone. 



Imagine

✤ the whole world radiating the energy/
quality tone that you are considering.
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How does that feel? 
Is there any adjustment to the word you are considering 

that would be beneficial or conducive?



Let’s state our  
energy quality.

✤ and feel it supported by the group and 
pour into the world.

✤ photo credit: 
mandala_flower_wallpaper_by_lilyas_deapkum
-fullview.jpg



May all beings …
✤ May all beings have happiness and the 

causes of happiness.

✤ May all beings be free from suffering and 
the causes of suffering.

✤ May all beings never lose the happiness 
beyond all suffering.

✤ May all beings abide in equanimity free 
from attachment and aversion. OM



✤ Lokah Samastah Sukhino Bhanvantu. 
Om Shanti, Shanti

✤ May Eternal Peace & Goodwill 
Prevail in the Whole World. 
Peace, Peace.

✤ photo credit: https://www.deviantart.com/
lilyas/art/Loka-Samasta-Sukhino-
Bhanvantu-199527317



for the world, all beings, and one’s self

Happy New Year, new decade, 
and  new Age!


